BEYOND MAJOR AND MINOR?
THE TONALITY OF POPULAR MUSIC AFTER 1960

Martin Pfleiderer

While the functional harmonic system of major and minor, with its logic of progression based on leading tones and cadences involving the dominant, has largely departed from European art music in the 20th century, popular music continues to uphold a musical idiom oriented towards major-minor tonality and its semantics. Similar to nursery rhymes and children’s songs, it seems that in popular songs, a radiant major affirms plain and happy lyrics, while a darker minor key underlines thoughtful, sad, or gloomy moods. This contrast between light and dark becomes particularly tangible when both, i.e. major and minor, appear in one song. For example, in »Tanze Samba mit mir« ['Dance the Samba with Me'], a hit song composed by Franco Bracardi and sung by Tony Holiday in 1977, the verses in F minor announce a dark mood of desire ('Du bist so heiß wie ein Vulkan. Und heut' verbrenn' ich mich daran' ['You are as hot as a volcano and today I’m burning myself on it-']), which transitions into a happy or triumphant F major in the chorus ('Tanze Samba mit mir, Samba Samba die ganze Nacht' ['Dance the samba with me, samba, samba all night long']). But can this finding also be transferred to other areas of popular music, such as rock and pop songs of American or British provenance, which have long been at least as popular in Germany as German pop songs and folk music?

In recent decades, a broad and growing body of research on tonality and harmony in popular music has emerged. These musicological and theoretical studies are an important complement to otherwise predominantly culturally, sociologically or media-oriented research in pop music and are therefore
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1 A German version of this paper will appear within the conference publication Dur vs. Moll: Zum semantischen Potenzial eines musikalischen Elementarkontrasts. Kontinuitäten und Brüche in der neueren Musik und Musiktheorie, edited by Hans-Joachim Hinrichsen and Stefan Keym.
sometimes referred to collectively as ›pop musicology‹ or ›popular musicology‹, in contrast to the interdisciplinary oriented ›popular music studies‹ (Moore 2007).\(^2\) Certainly, studies on the tonality and harmony of popular music sometimes refer to the stereotypical semantics of the major-minor antithesis. Many, however, focus on the inadequacy and shortcomings of interpreting rock and pop tonality as functional major-minor harmony, and search for alternative interpretative approaches. This is particularly the case for studies of popular music after 1960. In the following, some of these approaches will be presented. The focus will be on popular African-American music, which is outside the European major-minor tonality; a proposal for an understanding of rock tonality as a modal tonality, and the tendency towards the dissolution of a conventional understanding of harmony, as displayed, for instance, by power chords without thirds or chromatically oriented harmony. While some authors restrict themselves to an exemplary analysis of individual songs, many studies now examine an extensive repertoire of pieces. Via this procedure, which sometimes uses computer-aided analysis and evaluation methods, the analytical findings derive from a broader and more differentiated data basis.\(^3\)

**African-American music and its influence on popular music after 1960**

In blues, the most influential African-American music genre in the 20th century, there are mainly two design elements that contravene conventional European functional harmony: the so-called blue notes and the use of chords with major third and minor seventh (root, major third, fifth, minor seventh) that do not function as dominants. For this reason, in addition to the cyclical repetition of short chord patterns, the harmonic drive in blues-derived harmony and melody is much lower than in music based on the functional major-minor system.

As the music anthropologists and blues researchers David Evans (1982: 24) and Jeff Todd Titon (1977: 164) agree, blue notes are pitch ranges, especially around the minor and major third, which are used in a flexible manner. In many cases, sliding pitch movements, in particular from the minor to the
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\(^2\) Regarding the history of research on popular music, see Pfleiderer/Grosch/von Appen 2014.

\(^3\) Nicholas Cook points to the great potential for a renewal of music research as »a more data-rich discipline« through comparative and computer-based corpus studies, see Cook (2004: 123). Regarding the historic background of major-minor tonality, see the corpus study by Albrecht and Huron (2012).
major third, are characteristic and can be realized either vocally, in sung blues, or instrumentally, e.g., by pulling the guitar strings ("bending") (Hähnel 2015). Minor thirds might also occur over a major chord accompaniment without being perceived as a dissonant tension that calls for a harmonious resolution. With regard to this practice and the general agility (or lability) of thirds in blues and in African-American music styles based on them (e.g., rhythm & blues, soul, funk, rap music), Richard Ripani concludes that «the very concept of major or minor is largely invalid in the analysis of a blues-mode melody» (Ripani 2006: 21). Other intonation peculiarities comparable to that of the third can be found around the fifth and the minor seventh (Ripani 2006: 23-29, see also Titon 1977, Evans 1982).

Another peculiarity of blues songs is that in contrast to dominant chords most chords with major third and minor sevenths are not resolved towards a subsequent tonic, but instead are accorded an intrinsic sonic value without propulsive force. The harmonic schema for twelve-bar blues (see Figure 1) allows for major chords with a minor seventh not only on the fifth but also on the first and fourth scale degrees. If the major chord with a minor seventh in bar 1 or 4 is followed by a major chord with a minor seventh on the fourth degree in the following measure, this is not to be understood as a movement from dominant to tonic.

\[ V^7 \rightarrow IV^7 \rightarrow I^7 \rightarrow I^7 \]

Figure 1: Twelve-bar blues harmony schema

The «blues cadence» in bars 9-11 reverses the movement of the conventional cadence (subdominant → dominant → tonic). In fact, in many songs derived from African-American music, the fifth degree is rare or entirely absent. The fourth degree (with a major third and often a minor seventh) has a much greater significance; the change from the tonal center to the fourth degree and back again in particular often identifies songs as blues or blues-like songs (Ripani 2006: 41).4

Ripani discusses a tendency towards a static harmony in African-American music, i.e., the use of chords and cyclic chord sequences, which do not follow a logic of tension and relaxation. Labeling chords in popular music with chord symbols rather than designations of function or degree is absolutely con-

---

4 Regarding comparable chord sequences in other areas of popular music see below; in general, cf. Temperley 2011a.
sistent with the prevailing tendency towards the blues or static harmony described here. In some extreme cases, songs do not feature chord progressions at all, but only a chord area that extends over the entire piece or over longer sections of the piece. Static harmonies such as these can be found in blues recordings by musicians from the Mississippi Delta, e.g., in John Lee Hooker’s »Boogie Chillun« (1948), but especially in funk music, which evolved from soul music in the second half of the 1960s. In many recordings by James Brown two- or four-bar rhythmic-tonal patterns without chord movement, often with major or minor chords with minor sevenths, are repeated incessantly. Usually, there is a contrasting bridge section on the fourth scale degree in line with blues harmony, such as in »Cold Sweat« (1967) or »Say It Loud, I’m Black and I’m Proud« (1968). As Ripani notes, these pieces can be interpreted as neither major nor minor, since they have no dominant progressions or resolutions. He writes about Brown’s »Say It Loud, I’m Black and I’m Proud«, in which only Bb7 (main part) and Eb7 (bridge) are played: »The Eb7 in this song simply represents another tonic level, and when we eventually arrive at the Bb7 again, we do not get a feeling of harmonic resolution as much as a realization that we are back at that other tonic level« (Ripani 2006: 36).

The harmony of the »blues system« as Ripani terms the overarching design elements of African-American music—is thus closely related to the formal design of the pieces in question. Patterns consisting of a few chords that are repeated cyclically and often supported by repetitive melodic-rhythmic patterns such as ostinato bass lines or guitar riffs are widely used in popular African-American music. These pattern cycles last for two, four, or—less frequently—eight bars, and often consist of only four (or fewer) chords. The constant repetition and a frequent lack of cadence-like progressions produce a somewhat static harmonic effect. The use of cyclical forms on the basis of chord patterns increased over the period between 1950 and 1999, as illustrated by Ripani’s statistical analysis of all the songs in the top 25 Billboard charts of the African-American music market during this time (see Ripani 2006: 174-182). While only 5% of all songs in the 1950s are characterized by these chord patterns, their share rose to 33% in the 1960s and reached 76% in the 1990s. The percentage of chords on the fourth scale degree was consistently higher in this repertoire than that of chords on the fifth degree. While about half of the chords in the 1950s and 1970s were first-degree chords,

6 The Billboard charts for popular African American music bore various names during this period: »rhythm & blues«, »soul« (1969), »black music« (1982), and again »rhythm & blues«, or respectively »rhythm & blues / hip-hop« (in the 1990s).
their proportion dropped to 39% in the 1980s (38% in the 1990s); the proportion of fourth-degree chords was only 13% (1990s: 18%) and that of fifth-degree chords was 11% (1990s: 14%).

**Rock harmony as modal harmony?**

Popular African-American music has strongly influenced popular music throughout the 20th century in the US and around the world. This formative influence is unmistakable, especially in rhythmic and tonal design. However, African-American musical genres—such as blues, soul, funk, and rap—also offer novel modes of design with regard to harmony and melody that were adopted by and, in some cases, developed further in other popular music styles. This was already evident in 1950s rock ’n’ roll, which was founded on rhythm & blues, and has also been apparent in rock music, which was heavily influenced by rhythm & blues and older varieties of blues since the 1960s. Drawing on this observation, the British musicologist Allan F. Moore derives far-reaching conclusions for the harmonic analysis of rock music in his study *Rock: The Primary Text. Developing a Musicology of Rock* (Moore 2001) first published in 1993. In his comprehensive account, *Song Means. Analyzing and Interpreting Recorded Popular Song* (Moore 2014), Moore extends these considerations and transfers them to other stylistic areas of popular music.

In general, Moore views popular songs as hybrid forms of music as their mode of design derives from two traditions: African-American musical traditions and the traditions of American Popular Song. Tin Pan Alley publications of vaudeville and musical songs, so-called “jazz standards”, also became the harmonic foundations of wide areas of jazz from the 1930s to the 1950s (Moore 2014: 70). While harmony in popular song tradition can be described in terms of functional major-minor tonality (with cadences involving the dominant or at least descending fifths, cf. Winkler 2007), harmony in African-American music, according to Moore, opposes such an interpretation. On the contrary, non-functional seventh chords can be found here, as well as cyclic chord patterns, which can be repeated incessantly («open-ended structures», Moore 2001: 53). In the appendix to his essay “Patterns of harmony”, Moore lists several hundreds of such chord patterns, which he categorized according to the criteria of the available pitches and the tonal center as well as the type of chord progression (stepwise, leaping by a third or fourth) (Moore 2001: 53).

In order to be able to compare songs from the two different traditions in terms of harmony, Moore advocates the use of an overarching modal interpretation framework. In it, the major scale becomes the Ionian mode; the natural minor scale becomes the Aeolian mode.\(^8\) The Mixolydian and Dorian modes are also widespread, while Lydian, Phrygian and Locrian are less common.\(^9\) This understanding of modality is based on a concept of diatonic modes, so-called church modes, which is also common in jazz theory, but rather problematic.\(^10\) Moore emphasizes that the assignment of a chord pattern to a mode does not apply to the entire song, but often only works for the duration of the respective chord pattern. This is due to the songs’ regular changes of modes, especially with contrasting parts: »Modal change is extremely common, and a first approximation should be to assume that a mode operates only for the length of the pattern it describes.« (Moore 2014: 71f.) The tonal center of chord patterns such as these—and thus the assignment to one mode—is usually made clear by the criteria of a longer chord duration, the position of the chord at the beginning and / or end of a pattern, and a particular emphasis such as with higher volume or a particular timbre (Moore 2014: 75).\(^11\)

Since the chord patterns often include both major third and minor third chords, the semantics of major and minor are barely significant in the analyses presented by Moore. Still, if they are brought into play, the attribution of meaning follows the conventional semantics of bright-dark or positive-negative. Moore draws on these semantics when it comes to determining the tonal center of a chord pattern, which in turn affects the designation of the respective mode as Aeolian or Ionian, Mixolydian or Dorian. In Moore’s view, identification of the song’s tonality is supported in a rather roundabout way by the semantics of the song’s statement, which are probably derived primarily from the lyrics. For »the greater the number of minor intervals the mode contains between successive scale pitches and the modal tonic, then the more depressed / emotionally negative / lacking in energy the effect of the track is likely to be, all other factors being equal« (Moore 2014: 75).
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8 Both harmonic and melodic minor scales are very rare in popular music. Even during the verses of »Tanze Samba mit mir«, the vocal melody renounces the leading tone e (major seventh) which does, appear in the dominant chords of the accompaniment, however.

9 David Temperley describes Ionian, Aeolian, Mixolydian and Dorian as the »most commonly used modes in rock« (Temperley 2004: 258).


11 Here Moore gives several examples of problematic tonality mappings.
Moore thus applies major-minor semantics to the semantics of modal tonality: »the further down ... (from lydian to locrian) one moves, the more negative the modal connotations« (Moore 2014: 75). The American music theorist David Temperley took a similar approach in the context of his reflections on the »scalar shifts« often found in rock music, i.e., the change of modality between form sections (»sectional scalar shift«) or, more rarely, within a single section (»momentary scalar shift«) (Temperley 2011b). Temperley suggests a semantic interpretation of the movement in another mode in the sense that an upward movement within the circle of fifths corresponds to a lightening, a downward movement to a darkening effect: »the modes of operation commonly used in rock (Ionian through Aeolian) reflect a clear and gradual progression corresponding to their line-of-fifths order, with Ionian being happiest and Aeolian being saddest« (Temperley 2011b).

Ulrich Kaiser (2014) has pointed out that causal links between psychologically demonstrable perceptual qualities of »brighter« and »darker« and emotional effects frequently appear arbitrary in individual cases. He therefore generally opposes the assumption of any such causal relationships based on scientific theoretical considerations. Kaiser also uses Temperley's example to show that the tonal center of a chord pattern—and thus its mode—often cannot be clearly determined. However, Temperley and Daphne Tan have demonstrated relationships between modality and perceived / attributed emotion in an experimental study. In systematic pair comparisons between two versions of a melody, each in a different mode, the participants assessed the Ionian version in 84% of the melody pairs and the Mixolydian or Lydian version in 64% or 58% of the pairs as »happier«. However, in direct comparison only 40% of the Dorian, 34% of the Aeolian, and 21% of the Phrygian melody versions were considered »happier« (Temperley / Tan 2013).12 Even if the major-minor system is generally rejected as inappropriate for popular music, and in many cases the mode of a melody cannot be determined unequivocally, the stereotypical major-minor semantics nonetheless appear to continue to be effective, albeit reinterpreted to apply to the interval structure of diatonic modes.

**Tonality types in popular music after 1960**

Moore explains the departure from both the functional tonality concept of major and minor and the orientation towards a modal system as being mainly

12 In the listening experiment, nine participants evaluated all possible pairings of modal versions of seven different tunes.
caused by the strong influence of African-American music traditions on popular music, especially in the US and Britain. Given the resulting hybrid nature of wide areas of popular music, Moore decided «not to regard popular harmony as a deviation from the norms of Western tonality, but as establishing norms in its own right, which may or may not accord particularly strongly with those found in the music of Bach, Beethoven and Brahms» (Moore 2014: 70).

Numerous pop music researchers, among them David Temperley and Philip Tagg (2014), follow this line of argument. Other scholars, on the other hand, remain faithful to the music theory approaches developed to analyze the «common practice music» of the 18th and 19th centuries and describe the peculiarities of popular music harmonics as extensions of conventional functional major-minor harmony. For example, musicologist and rock guitarist Volkmar Kramarz consistently uses Riemann function designations to label the chord patterns he terms «pop formulas». A chord on scale degree bVII thus becomes the double subdominant and «subdominant chains» occur, e.g. SSSS, SSS, S, T (for bVI, bIII, bVI, IV, I); these chord progressions can also be inverted and abbreviated (Kramarz 2007: 92ff.). Whether these chord progressions actually produce a progressive effect that justifies a functionally harmonic interpretation is questionable, however.

Analytical approaches based on the writings of Heinrich Schenker are also used with regard to popular music, especially in the English-speaking world. The Schenkerian approach attaches importance to correlating individual voice progressions («voice leading») to the (functional) harmonic progression of chords: in principle, a functionally interpreted harmonic background movement always remains the decisive element. In the words of American musicologist Walter Everett, probably the most prominent representative of this «Schenkerian Popular Musicology»: «while the underlying principles of tonality are unchanging, rock has evolved several different ways of relating to that tonal background.» (Everett 2004). In addition to analyzing individual songs, Everett presents a comprehensive classification of the tonal systems of rock, illustrated by numerous examples and based on an analysis of more than 6000 rock songs from the 1950s and 1960s, which can be transferred to many other areas of popular music. In his book, The Foundations of Rock: From «Blue Suede Shoes» to «Suite: Judy Blue Eyes», Everett illustrates his approach by discussing numerous additional examples—distributed across four book chapters and over a hundred printed pages (Everett 2009: 190-301). In his classification system, Everett distinguishes between six categories (with additional subcategories), the first following the European major-minor tonality of the
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13 Moore summarizes his criticism of the application of the Schenkerian approach to the analysis of rock music (Moore 1995).
18th and 19th centuries, while the other five categories gradually deviate from the associated rules:

1a: Major-mode systems with common-practice harmonic and voice-leading behaviors. May be inflected by minor-mode or chromatic mixture.
1b: Minor-mode systems with common-practice harmonic and voice-leading behaviors. May be inflected by major-mode or chromatic mixture.
2: Diatonic modal systems with common-practice voice-leading but sometimes not with common-practice harmonic behaviors.
3a: Major-mode systems, or modal systems, with mixture from modal scale degrees. Common-practice harmonic and voice-leading behaviors would be common but not necessary.
3b: Major-mode systems with progressive structures. Common-practice harmonic and voice-leading behaviors would be typical at lower, but not higher, levels.
4: Blues-based rock: minor-pentatonic-inflected major-mode systems. Common-practice harmonic and voice-leading behaviors not always emphasized at the surface, but may be articulated at deeper levels and/or in accompaniment.
5: Triad-doubled or power-chord minor-pentatonic systems unique to rock styles: I-bIII-IV-V-bVII. Common-practice harmonic and even voice-leading behaviors often irrelevant on the surface.
6a: Chromatically inflected triad-doubled or power-chord doubled pentatonic systems of early metal. Common-practice harmonic and voice-leading behaviors often irrelevant on the surface.
6b: Chromatically related scale degrees with little dependence upon pentatonic basis. Common-practice harmonic and voice-leading behaviors often irrelevant at deeper levels as well as surface. (Everett 2004)

In addition to harmonically traditional pieces in major or minor, there are pieces with modal tonality (2), which are characterized by the absence of leading tones. Furthermore, «progressive» mixtures of major-minor tonality and modality (3) occur, which either use a tonal provision that cannot be unambiguously assigned to a diatonic mode, or produce shifts and modulations without returning to the tonal center established at the beginning; and finally the blues harmony already discussed above (4). In the two remaining classes, the field of conventional major-minor tonality is largely abandoned: in rock and heavy metal, chord patterns that arise from pentatonic riff melodies (the minor pentatonic scale: 1, b3, 4, 5, b7), so-called power chords, occur (5). According to Everett, these chord sequences are not functional and
traditional voice-leading rules are severely restricted. In the final class, the chords on the pentatonic scale are extended by chromatic enhancements and shifts, rendering both conventional voice-leading rules and harmony according to major-minor tonality irrelevant on either the sonic surface (6a) or the Schenkerian background level (6b).

It should be clear that major and minor are hardly relevant for this last group of hard rock, heavy metal and alternative rock songs. What about those songs, though, whose tonality can be interpreted as either major or minor? After all, according to Everett, these constitute most of the 1955-1969 songs examined by him. For Everett, the attribution of ‘happy’ to major and ‘sad’ to minor is merely a question of clichés, whose alleged validity he questions by listing numerous counterexamples (Everett 2009: 161ff.).

**Corpus studies: on the representativeness of tonality analyses**

Both Moore and Everett develop their reflections and systems of harmony from the analyses of a large number of pieces, which they draw primarily from the repertoire of the 1950s, 1960s and 1970s, but in a rather unsystematic fashion. However, their findings are supported by the results of corpus studies that disclose their piece selection criteria and analysis steps, and are therefore, in principle, reproducible. Trevor de Clercq and David Temperley (2011) examine the chord distribution in a corpus of 100 rock songs, 20 per decade, from 1950 to 1999, taken from a list of the »500 Greatest Songs of All Time« published by rock magazine *Rolling Stone*. The authors transcribed all 100 songs and translated them into a computer-readable format. Their results with regard to chord distribution support those found in Ripani’s study of African-American chart hits from the same period (see above). As Table 1 shows, fourth-degree chords are the most common in every decade, being far more frequent than fifth-degree chords:

14 »In the triad-doubled minor-pentatonic mode, expressed in I, bIII, IV, V and bVII chords, harmony is non-functional, and voice-leading is severely compromised; all voices, again, tend to move in strictly parallel doublings of root-position triads or empty power-chords.« (Everett 2004: paragraph 20). Kaiser (2014) displays three exemplary analyses of this tonality type.

15 In addition, Everett differentiates the semantics of the relatively few minor pieces so that they can express not only sadness but also tragedy, gloom, melancholy, loneliness, and mystery.

16 The project website provides details of the data and all transcriptions: [http://rockcorpus.midside.com/](http://rockcorpus.midside.com/).
Beyond major and minor? The tonality of pop music after 1960

Looking at the transitions between chords, the same picture emerges: movements from the first to the fourth and from the fourth to the first degree are far more frequent than movements away from and to the fifth degree (Table 2). This finding is corroborated by the frequency of the sequences of three chords ending with a chord above the tonal center (Table 3). Although the classical cadence (IV-V-I) is most frequently represented here, it accounts for less than half of all progressions ending on the tonal center (along with the cadence II-V-I).

Table 1: Overall proportion of chromatic roots in each decade, 1950s-1990s in 20 songs per decade (de Clercq/Temperley 2011: 64).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1950s</th>
<th>1960s</th>
<th>1970s</th>
<th>1980s</th>
<th>1990s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>42.3</td>
<td>32.7</td>
<td>30.2</td>
<td>33.2</td>
<td>31.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bII</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bIII</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>32.1</td>
<td>23.9</td>
<td>22.6</td>
<td>22.0</td>
<td>18.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#IV</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>22.1</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>15.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bVI</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bVII</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>6.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VII</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Chord transitions in the 100 songs. Rows list the antecedent chords (Ant), and columns list the respective consequent chords (Cons); cells indicate the absolute number of transitions between two chords (de Clercq/Temperley 2011: 61)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cons</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>bII</th>
<th>II</th>
<th>bIII</th>
<th>III</th>
<th>IV</th>
<th>#IV</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>bVI</th>
<th>VI</th>
<th>bVII</th>
<th>VII</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>1052</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>710</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>302</td>
<td>470</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bII</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bIII</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>1,162</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>514</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#IV</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>788</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>392</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bVI</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bVII</td>
<td>386</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VII</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Chord transitions in the 100 songs. Rows list the antecedent chords (Ant), and columns list the respective consequent chords (Cons); cells indicate the absolute number of transitions between two chords (de Clercq/Temperley 2011: 61)

17 No distinction is made between major and minor third chords in this or the following tables.
Table 3: Sequences of three chord progressions ending on the first degree: occurrences within the 100 songs in descending order of frequency (de Clercq/Temperley 2011: 63)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>trigram</th>
<th>amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IV V I</td>
<td>352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V IV I</td>
<td>292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bV VII IV I</td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI IV I</td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bV VII bVI I</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bIII bVI I</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II V I</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bVI bVII I</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V VI I</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV bVII I</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Unfortunately, the authors do not differentiate between different chord types (minor or major third, seventh chords, power chords). Moreover, the evaluations draw on the assumption that the tonal center remains stable within a song—an assumption that Temperley himself put in question. Finally, it can be argued that a corpus of 100 songs is relatively limited.\(^{18}\)

By using computer-aided analysis methods, such as those developed in the field of music informatics and music information retrieval since the 1990s (see Casey et al. 2008, Müller 2015), music informatics specialists associated with Matthias Mauch were able to investigate chords and chord transitions in popular music across a much wider dataset (Mauch et al. 2008). In their study, Mauch et al. analyzed nearly 17,000 songs that were on the US Billboard Hot 100 charts between 1960 and 2010. Instead of transcribing the songs, they randomly selected excerpts from the digital audio files of the songs, each 30 seconds long. They subjected these samples to a spectral analysis with subsequent chroma assignment, drawing on automated methods of music information retrieval.\(^{19}\) Based on the chroma values, all possible transitions between the four most important chord types (triads with minor or major thirds,

---

\(^{18}\) In a follow-up study, the authors compare the harmonic and melodic design of an extended 200-piece corpus with the design in European ›common-practice‹ compositions; cf. Temperley/de Clercq 2013.

\(^{19}\) The corpus examined comprises 86% of all chart songs during the respective period. The audio files were supplied by the internet platform last.fm, which has been operated by one of the authors, Mark Levy. For the chroma determination, analysis windows with a length of 16,384 samples or 372 milliseconds were selected, which were shifted over the audio file at intervals of 1024 samples or 23 milliseconds. Both the random selection of the excerpts as well as a metrological
and four-note-chords with both minor sevenths and minor or major thirds) were identified, finally leading to eight harmonic categories that refer to different types of chords within the chord changes. By statistically calculating the frequency at which these categories occur in the songs of a single year, conclusions can be drawn about the distribution of a certain harmonic design in the popular music of the respective period. Figure 2 provides an overview of the relative frequencies of each category (H1 to H8) in all songs of each year.

![Figure 2: Relative frequency of eight harmony categories in the US Billboard Hot 100 charts between 1960 and 2010 (Mauch et al. 2014: 4)](image)

What is striking at first is the fluctuating, yet consistently high proportion of major chords without recognizable chord changes (H 8). The proportion of chord changes involving a dominant seventh chord (H 1), on the other hand, declines steadily, from just under 20% in 1960 to around 5% in the 2000s. By contrast, the proportion of chord changes with minor seventh chords (H 3) increases sharply during the 1970s, which the authors link to the growing popularity of funk and disco over this period. The proportion of songs without recognizable chord changes or without chords (H 5), which in the early 1990s increases from less than 5% to up to 20% is equally remarkable. This can be
determination of the chroma values may lead to slight distortions, which, however, are unlikely to be statistically significant in view of the immense size of the overall corpus.

20 In-depth tables provide detailed information on the eight categories and their distribution among genres and artists. They are available online: https://figshare.com/articles/Extended_Tables_Tags_Artists_Topic_Composition_/1399131, 16.4.2018.
attributed to the success of rap music with pieces that do not include tonal elements—just raps, non-tonal samples and percussive beats—in the 1990s and early 2000s. The percentage of the remaining four categories (H2: chord change within the natural minor scale or Aeolian mode, H4: simple diatonic chord changes in major, H6: stepwise chord changes, which indicate a modal tonality, H7: ambiguous tonality), remains constant over the decades, apart from minor fluctuations. So, even if minor distortions caused by the random selection of the 30-second excerpts or errors in the automated identification of pitch classes and, based on these, chords and chord changes are taken into account, the study leads to surprisingly clear results drawn from a broad data base: the harmonic-tonal design in popular music since 1960 is diverse and cannot be described solely in terms of the major-minor tonality.

### Conclusion

While in most cases the tonality in Tin Pan Alley songs as well as in German Schlager can still clearly be described in terms of functional harmony and therefore predominantly as major or—far less often—minor, popular music since the 1960s has produced an increasing number of songs whose tonality defies a functional harmonic interpretation. Given the variety of harmonic concepts outlined above, the validity of a culturally traditional semantics of major and minor, rooted in European art music, also becomes questionable within this repertoire. If pieces cannot be described as major or minor, the associated cultural connotations are rendered invalid. Blues songs and pieces from other African-American music genres such as rap music or contemporary rhythm & blues, but also many pop and rock songs as well as tracks of electronic dance music, are located outside major or minor tonality and, due to the cyclical repetition of shorter chord sequences, are not open to interpretation in accordance with a harmonic logic of development or progression. The tonality in wide areas of recent rock and pop music, however, can be interpreted as modal, with Dorian and Mixolydian being just as prevalent as Ionian (major) and Aeolian (natural minor), while Lydian, Phrygian and Locrian modes are less common. According to empirical findings, these modes, which are all derived from the diatonic scale, are often perceived and interpreted as being lighter and more positive (more large intervals) or darker and more negative (more small intervals). In addition, there are innumerable pieces with chords that are assigned to the pentatonic scale and power chords, especially in hard rock, heavy metal and alternative rock. Finally, ever since the chart successes of hip-hop in the 1990s, there have been an
increasing number of popular music pieces that largely or completely disperse with chords whatsoever, so that, in addition to the rap vocals, they are constructed from either purely percussive sounds or just a bass line and short samples.

Popular music of the past decades developed a hybrid or transcultural kind of music that exhibits strong influences from African-American music traditions. At the same time, it increasingly aims for a global market and therefore a heterogeneous audience (cf. Negus 2001). Thus, for musicians, songwriters and listeners from different cultural contexts, European major-minor tonality is only one among many possible tonal frames of reference and the corresponding stereotypical connotations have lost their validity and binding character.
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